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ABSTRACT 
Digital Object Memories (DOMe) comprise hardware and 
software components, which together provide an open and 
universal platform for capturing and interacting with the 
digital information of connected objects - including storage, 
documentation and provision of information concerning 
actions an object is or might be involved in. We envisage 
that connected objects will be enabled to make suggestions 
and propositions to human users - which implies that an 
object may have a level of agency. The latter concept is a 
striking possibility that may change the way that we 
perceive, interact and relate to objects. The goal of this 
established workshop series is to twofold: 1.) initiate a 
conversation concerning the potential for objects to develop 
agency; and 2.) explore how data that is associated with an 
object may leverage real-world actions. DOMe-IoT 2012 
provides a hybrid interdisciplinary workshop format that 
will combine traditional presentations and discussion with 
practice-based experimentation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Ubiquitous computing is instigating a transformation of our 
environment into an information sphere spread across time 
and space by combining sensing and software services with 
physical world. This essentially creates novel design 
opportunities for everyday objects, building blocks of our 
environment as their behavior are determined by software 
and affords us to build imaginative new forms of interaction 
and functionalities that dramatically enhances their well 
established features. Our physical space now represents an 
ecological synergy of networked smart objects tagged with 
awareness technologies - computational memory, sensors 
and actuators. This unfolds a range of imaginative 
possibilities to discover, manage, compose, coordinate, and 
control physical space to realize personalized and 
coordinated behavior within and across devices and provide 
the foundation for the Internet of Things.  

For the past years the workshop Digital Object Memories 
for the Internet of Things (DOMe-IoT) has nurtured a 
theoretical and practical vocabulary across cultural contexts 
as well as technical applications. The exchange of 
experiences and insights across what remains an emerging 
technology is beginning to offer a critique of an IoT that 
has previously been logistical, and in its place an 
understanding for the platform that values a social 
dimension.  The purpose of DOMe-IoT remains in bringing 
together researchers from a variety of disciplines (computer 
scientist, electrical engineers, designers, social scientists, 
etc.) to discuss various aspects of Digital Object Memories 
and its significance with respect to IoT applications. 

DOMe-IoT continues an established workshop series [21]; 
predecessor events include DIPSO 2007-09 in conjunction 
with Ubicomp 2007-09, DOMe in conjunction with 
Intelligent Environment 2009, DOMe-IoT 2010 in 
conjunction with Ubicomp 2010, and NOMe-IoT in 
conjunction with Ubicomp 2011.  
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WORKSHOP TOPICS 
In 2012, suggested topics for submissions to the workshop 
include (but are not limited to): 

• Objects and Agency: As the databases that are 
connected to objects begin to exchange data, the 
correlations and analysis of historical data will lead to 
predictive models that will be articulated through objects. 
In these contexts things will begin to make suggestions 
and propositions to human users. Depending upon their 
sophistication these ‘commands’  imply that an object 
may have a level of agency. The concept that a thing may 
have agency is a striking possibility that may change the 
way that we further relate to objects. 

• Architectures: General architectures and middleware 
approaches which allow for the realization of object 
memory functionality for IoT. This includes 
infrastructures for the centralized or distributed capturing, 
organizing, storing, and exploiting of object-related 
information, directly on the physical object itself or based 
on some remote infrastructure. 

• Memory Content Representation and Modeling: 
Formats for memory content items, discussion of 
standards and best-practice knowledge concerning the 
representation of object-related knowledge. 

• Memory Creation: Technologies and concepts for the 
manual, semi-automatic, or automatic creation of whole 
memories or single memory entries. This includes 
physical sensor readings, information inferred from 
external sources, and user-generated content. 

• Data Mining: Information stored in a digital object 
memory might be analyzed in order to discover typical 
usage patterns or anomalies. Such information might help 
human users or other environments to better deal with 
smart items. 

• Interaction with an Object Memory: This topic 
comprises technologies and concepts to make an object 
memory’s content accessible to human users. One of the 
major challenges here is how to structure, relate, prepare, 
and explain the wide variety of diverse data that might be 
contained in the memory due to its open nature. 

• Applications: Novel application scenarios of digital 
object memories for IoT and existing prototypes. 

• Privacy and Legal Aspects: Who “owns” the data stored 
in memory of an IoT, who can access/delete/correct it? 
How long must/should memory content be stored, and 
how can trust be established for the object memory? 

• Social Implications: Object memories have the potential 
to change the way we perceive our surrounding. Not only 
humans now can tell their personal story, but every object 
potentially allows us to investigate its history and 
understand how our world is connected. This might 
fundamentally influence our relation to objects and other 
humans, too. 

In 2012, the workshop will focus on research issues related 
to agency and object memories. Here, the term “agency” 
makes reference to Actor-Network Theory (ANT). The 
latter one can be seen as a tool for exploring and describing 
how the social is assembled by way of technologies, objects 
and artifacts. The theory distributes agency, specifically 
responsibility, equally across entities within the network, 
including a host of nonhuman ones not normally seen as 
exercising agency at all [25]. ANT does not typically 
attempt to explain why a network exists; it is more 
interested in the infrastructure of actor-networks, how they 
are formed, maintained and how they can fall apart. Actor-
Network Theory incorporates what is known as a principle 
of generalized symmetry; that is, what is human and non-
human (e.g. artifacts, organization structures) should be 
integrated into the same conceptual framework and 
assigned equal amounts of agency. An actor is not the 
source of action but the moving target of a vast array of 
entities swarming towards it, and action should be felt as a 
set of agencies or translations between mediators that may 
generate traceable associations. 

In the Internet of Things, “agency happens with the ecology 
of networked public media - streams, feeds, trackbacks, 
permalinks, Wiki inscriptions and blog posts” [2]. In other 
words the agency lies in the flow of data between 
networked objects. DOMe-IoT 2012 wants to devote 
special attention to implications of this observation on 
communication between and with networked object 
memories.  Presentations and discussions at previous 
workshops revealed a potential for object memories to 
document processes as well as the actions and experiences 
of users. This iterative and complex interrelationship 
between data, correlation and action requires investigation 
into the actual performance of such digital records. 

Following this general direction, DOMe-IoT 2012 will 
devote special attention to questions related to the modeling 
of agency for object memories, combining physical artifacts 
and their digital representation with services in the virtual 
and actors in the real world, how to identify actions (tasks) 
supported by an object and its memory, and effects (added 
value as well as user experience) resulting from this 
approach. The workshop at UbiComp 2012 will allow 
participants to discuss and explore the implications of a 
future in which a home appliance may use its memory in 
order to reason about the way it is used – and take over 
responsibility for its own behavior. 

RELATED LITERATURE 
Research on smart objects and the Internet of Things has 
been going on for more than a decade and reaches back to 
Mark Weiser’s original vision of ubiquitous computing. 
Bruce Sterling recently popularized the idea of smart 
objects and the Internet of Things; Sterling coined the term 
Spime [1] to describe a new category of space-time objects 
that are aware of their surroundings and can memorize real 
world events. Julian Bleeker advocated a similar notion of 



 

blogjects (objects that blog) in his “Manifesto for 
Networked Objects” [2]. 

This more visionary work has been met by a growing body 
of technology- and business-focused research on RFID, 
smart objects, and smart products [3]. For instance, the 
electronic pedigree [17] aims at protecting consumers from 
contaminated medicine or counterfeit drugs. It establishes a 
link between physical item and external data sources which 
enables a verification of the physical item’s integrity along 
several steps of such products’ lifecycle. Such integrity-
oriented solutions may get further support if objects may 
contribute to the data collection process with own sensing 
and processing capabilities – as suggested by Decker et al. 
for object-based tracking and quality monitoring in logistics 
[22]. 

The aforementioned applications rely on a continuous 
linking of data along a process involving several entities 
(e.g., business partners). In order to ease building and 
exploiting such data collections, Schmitt et al. [19] 
emphasize the value of open structures for data collection 
and exchange. This is also reflected by the approach of 
Schneider [21]. He proposes a Web-based Object Memory, 
which serves as an open reference to object-related 
information hosted and controlled by arbitrary content 
providers. 

Roy Want and his colleagues augmented physical objects 
with passive RFID tags so that they were uniquely 
identifiable and information related to them could be 
presented to their users [4]. Michael Beigl and his 
colleagues defined a smart object as an everyday artifact 
augmented with computing and communication, enabling it 
to establish and exchange information about itself with 
other artifacts and/or computer applications” [5]. 
Friedemann Mattern formulated in a similar way: “Smart” 
objects might be able to not only to communicate with 
people and other smart objects, but also to discover where 
they are, which other objects are in the vicinity, and what 
has happened to them in the past” [6]. Norbert Streitz and 
his colleagues looked at smart objects from two 
perspectives: one model has system-oriented, importunate 
smartness in which smart objects can take certain self 
directed actions based on previously collected information; 
the other is people-oriented, empowering smartness where 
smart objects empower users to make decisions and take 
mature and responsible actions [7]. Both models include 
questions related to agency and responsibility. For instance, 
a “smart product” can be enabled to take over responsibility 
for a defined step of a larger business process [20] – or 
employ annotated workflows embedded into their object 
memory in order to continuously take action during a 
complex process [24]. 

Most recent work on smart objects has focused on technical 
aspects (e.g., hardware platforms, software infrastructure 
[8]) and application scenarios. Application areas range from 
supply chain management and enterprise applications [9] to 

(home and hospital) healthcare [9] and industrial workplace 
support [10-14]. Human-interface aspects of smart-object 
technology are just beginning to receive attention [15]. Yet 
design principles and methods for smart objects that go 
beyond mere hardware have yet to be explored (see also 
Fahim Kawsar’s dissertation [16]). Regarding agency, 
examples from related work already illustrate potential 
benefits from objects with associated data collections on 
human behavior – for instance, in support of mindful eating 
[23] or therapy compliance [27]. 

Other works are related to the issue of modeling data for 
and structure of object memories. For instance, with the 
increasing distribution of smart labels in mind, Maass and 
Filler [18] suggest to link physical product items with 
digital information in order to support customer-oriented 
services such as a product comparison. They rely on a 
limited set of facets (e.g., “business”, “security”) to encode 
domain-dependent views on a product. For open and 
flexible storage of object memories in web-based structures, 
the W3C Object Memory Modeling Incubator Group 
proposes an Object Memory Format, which combines 
standardized memory contents in a block-based container 
[26]. 

EXPECTED OUTCOME 
DOMe-IoT seeks to provide participants with a “hands-on” 
experience of Digital Object Memories. Participants will 
introduce their research concerning digital object memories 
in position statements, and attend a practical exercise 
concerning the workshop’s focus topic “agency and digital 
object memories”. 

We expect three types of results from the proposed 
workshop: 

1. Submitted position papers and a documentation of the 
group discussions (slides) will be provided on the workshop 
homepage. Furthermore, we will consider contacting a 
publisher for a special journal issue or book series volume 
considering the quality and novelty of the position papers. 

2. Design case studies will be solicited as an explicit 
submission category for the workshop. From our previous 
experience we anticipated that such a category will be 
particularly attractive to designers and digital media artists. 
Contributions from creative practice disciplines have 
significant potential to stimulate discussion around 
nontraditional notions of object memory. Post-workshop, 
accepted designs and the workshop discussion will be made 
available on the workshop website. 

3. We also plan to conduct a live experiment at UbiComp, 
in which workshop participants transform physical objects 
into smart artifacts supporting agency - concerning memory 
contents, digital services, and actions related to the object. 
Afterwards, participants' feedback will be collected and 
exploited to leverage discussion concerning expectations 
towards agency of smart artifacts. As outcome of this 
discussion, a set of agency-related functions of object 



 

memories should be defined. We plan to present a 
preliminary evaluation of this utilization of object 
memories through the UbiComp participants at the third 
conference day (e.g. in form of a poster and/or a short 
presentation). We furthermore plan to document the live 
experiment on the workshop website [21] and use this to 
promote a sustained interaction between the participants after 
UbiComp. 
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